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Short-Term Wind Power Prediction Using a Wavelet
Support Vector Machine
Jianwu Zeng, Student Member, IEEE, and Wei Qiao, Member, IEEE
Abstract—This paper proposes a wavelet support vector ma-
chine (WSVM)-based model for short-term wind power prediction
(WPP). A new wavelet kernel is proposed to improve the general-
ization ability of the support vector machine (SVM). The proposed
kernel has such a general characteristic that some commonly
used kernels are its special cases. Simulation studies are carried
to validate the proposed model with different prediction schemes
by using the data obtained from the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL). Results show that the proposed model with a
fixed-step prediction scheme is preferable for short-term WPP in
terms of prediction accuracy and computational cost. Moreover,
the proposed model is compared with the persistence model and
the SVM model with radial basis function (RBF) kernels. Results
show that the proposed model not only significantly outperforms
the persistence model but is also better than the RBF-SVM in
terms of prediction accuracy.
Index Terms—Radial basis function (RBF), sigmoid function,
support vector machine (SVM), wavelet, wind power prediction
(WPP).
I. INTRODUCTION
W IND energy, as a clean and renewable energy source,has received more and more attention in the last decade
[1]–[6]. However, due to the intermittency of a wind energy
source, the increasing penetration of wind power can create sig-
nificant uncertainties in electricity generation, which has an ad-
verse effect on power system operation. To avoid or mitigate
the adverse effect of integrating wind power, it is essential to de-
velopmethods for wind power prediction (WPP).WPP is a tech-
nique which provides information on howmuchwind power can
be expected at a given point in time [8]. A good short-termWPP
will help achieve grid stability and a favorable trading perfor-
mance on the electricity markets [9].
The existingWPPmodels can be generally classified into two
categories: physical models and statistical models. The physical
models [10] take as input not only historical data on wind power
but also meteorological information obtained from numerical
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weather prediction (NWP) and other information, such as local
weather conditions [11]–[13]. The statistical models [14], [15]
predict wind power by using only measured historical and cur-
rent values of wind power. No extra information is required.
Compared to the statistical models, the physical models usually
perform well for longer-term prediction (e.g., more than 6 hours
ahead) but are more complicated and require vast computational
resources. The statistical models are preferable for short-term
prediction [16]. By combining the physical models and statis-
tical models, some hybrid-model-based tools [17] were devel-
oped, which incorporate the benefits of both models to improve
the performance of WPP [8]. This paper focuses on the statis-
tical model-based short-term WPP.
The statistical models can be further divided into linear and
nonlinear models. The persistence model and autoregressive
moving average (ARMA) model are two traditional linear
models used in WPP [18]. The commonly used nonlinear statis-
tical WPPmodels are based on artificial intelligence techniques,
such as artificial neural networks (ANNs) [19]–[21] and support
vector machines (SVMs) [22]. Nonlinear models were proven
to more accurately capture the effects of nonstationary wind
characteristics than linear models [20], [21]. Recent results
have shown that SVM-based models either compare favorably
with [21] or outperform [9] the ANN-based models in WPP.
For example, SVM-based models have been found to take less
computational time compared to ANN-based models [23].
Wavelet analysis is a relatively new mathematical technique
used to analyze the nature of signals. This technique has been
recognized as a promising tool for nonstationary signal approx-
imation and frequency analysis. In [24], the original wind speed
series was decomposed with wavelets. The ARMA model was
then used to predict the coefficients of different layers of the
wavelets, which outperformed the method of using the ARMA
model directly to predict wind speed. De Aquino [25] used
wavelet transform as a data preprocessing technique for an
ANN for WPP, which is superior to the model using ANN
only. In [25], the inputs to the ANN are the wavelet coefficients
derived from the multiresolution analysis [26].
This paper proposes a statistical WPP model which combines
wavelet analysis with SVM. A new SVM kernel is proposed
based on the wavelet mother function in [27]. The new kernel
can change between a radial basis function (RBF) kernel and a
Mexhat kernel and outperforms the RBF as well as the Mexhat
kernels. The resulting wavelet SVM (WSVM)-based model is
preferable for short-termWPP. The proposed model is validated
by using data obtained from the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NERL) and is compared with the persistence model
and RBF-SVM model to show its superiority.
1949-3029/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Structure of an SVM.
II. WAVELET SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
SVM belongs to the class of kernel methods. The use of SVM
for time series prediction can be expressed as follows:
(1)
where is the predicted value of the time series;
is the input regression vector consisting of historical data
of the time series and ;
is a bias term; is the weight vector; and
is a nonlinear feature map, which trans-
forms the input vector to a higher-dimensional vector
. Fig. 1 shows the structure of an SVM, where
and denote the
th and th element of and , respectively.
In an SVM, the historical data of the time series is mapped
into a higher-dimensional feature space via nonlinear mapping
. Then linear regression is used in the high-dimensional
feature space to train SVM and to predict the time series, which
is equivalent to solving a nonlinear regression problem in the
low-dimensional space of the original time series [22]. The key
issue to solving such a prediction problem is to find the optimal
values of the SVM parameters and . This can be done by
solving a constrained optimization problem. According to the
objective function of the optimization problem, the SVMs can
be divided into the least-square SVM (LS-SVM) and -SVM.
A. Least-Square Support Vector Machine
In the LS-SVM, the SVM parameters in (1) are determined
by solving the following constrained optimization problem:
(2)
where is the real value of ; is the prediction error; and
is a regularization parameter, which balances the fitting in the
training stage and generalization in the implementation stage.
A too large or too small might deteriorate the generalization
ability of the SVM in the implementation stage. Problem (2)
is solved by using Lagrange multipliers, and the solution is ex-
pressed in its dual form. Then the SVM of (1) can be represented
by the following:
(3)
where are the nonnegative Lagrange multi-
pliers of Problem (2); are the posi-
tive-definite kernel functions. In LS-SVM, all of the data sam-
ples are support vectors (SVs). The nonnegative multiplier
represents the contribution of the SVs to the predicted value,
namely, a larger indicates that its corresponding SV is more
important.
Commonly used kernel functions include linear, polynomial,
and RBF kernels. An SVM with the following RBF kernel [28]
is used for comparison with the proposed WSVM:
(4)
where is the width of the RBF kernel, which determines the
influence area of the SVs over the data space.
B. -Support Vector Machine
The objective function of the -SVM is based on an -insen-
sitive loss function [28], [29]. In the -SVM, the objective func-
tion only penalizes those prediction errors that are larger than
(5)
where and are the nonnegative slack variables, which mea-
sure the deviations of the training samples outside the -insensi-
tive zone [28]. The quadratic programming problem (5) can be
transformed into its dual problem as follows:
(6)
where and are the nonnegative Lagrange multipliers.
Then the SVM of (1) can be represented by the following:
(7)
Based on the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions [22] of
quadratic programming, only a certain number of coefficients
are nonzero. The samples associated with the nonzero
coefficients have approximation errors equal to or larger than
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and are referred to as the SVs, while those samples lying in-
side the -insensitive area have no contribution to the prediction.
Generally, a larger will lead to a lower number of SVs and a
sparser representation of the solution to Problem (6). Compared
to the LS-SVM, the -SVM has the advantage of sparse solu-
tion but the disadvantage of relatively high computational cost.
If given samples, the -SVM needs to solve quadratic
programming problems, while the LS-SVM only needs to solve
problems. Therefore, for a large dataset, it is better to use
the LS-SVM.
C. Wavelet Analysis
The proposedWSVM is based on wavelet analysis. The prin-
ciple of wavelet analysis is to express or approximate a signal
(or function) by a family of functions generated by dilations and
translations of a mother wavelet as follows:
(8)
where is a dilation factor; is a translation factor; and
is the mother wavelet, which satisfies the following condition
[30], [31]:
(9)
where is the Fourier transform of . The wavelet trans-
form of a function can be expressed as
(10)
where denotes the dot product. The right-hand side of
(10) means the decomposition of the function on a wavelet
basis , and are the coordinates of in the
space spanned by . Then the function can be recon-
structed as follows [30]:
(11)
Equation (11) can be approximated by taking the finite terms
(12)
where are the reconstruction coefficients.
D. Proposed WSVM
A wavelet function can be written in the following form [32]:
(13)
where . Consequently, the posi-
tive-definite wavelet kernels can be expressed as
(14)
Fig. 2. Proposed wavelet kernel.
The translation-invariant wavelet kernels are [32]
(15)
Equation (15) represents a multidimensional wavelet function.
Substitute (15) into (3) and (7) to obtain the least-squareWSVM
(LS-WSVM) and -WSVM
( )
( - )
(16)
where and denote the th elements of and the th
training sample . The SVMs in (16) are called WSVMs be-
cause they use wavelet functions as kernels and the principle of
wavelet analysis to approximate the time series in the wavelet
kernel basis, where the wavelet coefficients are the nonnegative
weights and bias in the WSVM. Therefore, finding the optimal
weights and bias for the WSVM is equivalent to determining
the wavelet coefficients in the kernel basis.
E. Proposed Wavelet Kernel
Based on the wavelet function in [27], a new wavelet mother
function is proposed as follows:
(17)
where is a parameter of the Gaussian kernel, and is a new
parameter which controls the kernel shape. Fig. 2 shows the
proposed kernel function when varies from 0 to 1.5
. When , is an RBF kernel; when ,
approximates the Mexhat kernel in the range of ; and
when , is exactly the kernel proposed by Szu [27].
The proposed wavelet kernel is then obtained by substituting
(17) into (15).
III. PROPOSED WPP MODEL
The proposed WPP model consists of three components:
preprocessing, WSVM-based wind speed prediction, and
wind-speed-to-wind-power conversion, as shown in Fig. 3.
The preprocessing includes data normalization and feature
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Fig. 3. Structure of the proposed WPP model.
Fig. 4. Wind speed normalization.
representation. The WSVM plays a key role in the whole WPP
model, on which the performance depends greatly. The output
of the WSVM is wind speed, which is converted into wind
power according to the power-wind-speed curves of the wind
turbine generators (WTGs).
A. Data Normalization
The range of input data has influence on the performance of
the SVM. Therefore, to avoid tuning the SVM parameters in (3)
and (7) due to large variations of the input variables (i.e., wind
speeds), the inputs are normalized by using the sigmoid function
(18)
where in this paper, is the nominal wind speed; and
and and are the cut-in
and cut-out wind speeds, respectively. There are two reasons for
using the sigmoid function for data normalization. First, the sig-
moid function can strictly map the original inputs, i.e., the real
wind speeds, to the range of , as shown in Fig. 4, where the
normalized values of 0.06 and 0.91 correspond to the original
cut-in and cut-out wind speeds of 3.5 and 25 m/s, respectively.
Second, the normalization using and makes the data trans-
lation, rotation, and scaling invariant.
B. Feature Representation
Feature representation, which aims to extract certain charac-
teristics from the original data, plays a key role in determining
the performance of WPP. Improper features obtained from bad
feature extraction will lead to poor regression in the WSVM. In
Fig. 5. Autocorrelations of input samples.
this paper, wind speed is selected as an intermediate variable,
which is predicted by the proposed WSVM algorithm. The pre-
dicted wind speed is then used to calculate the wind power ac-
cording to the power-wind-speed characteristics of the WTGs.
The reason for using wind speed as an intermediate variable in-
stead of predicting wind power directly is that wind speed is a
continuous variable while wind power discontinues at certain
wind speeds (e.g., the cut-in, rated, and cut-out wind speeds).
It is easier and more accurate to predict wind speed than wind
power.
The WSVM input is expressed in the time series form as
, where is called embed-
ding dimension [23] and is determined from the autocorrelation
coefficients of the data samples as follows:
(19)
where and are the mean and standard deviation of the
training data. Fig. 5 shows the autocorrelations of the original
data. As shown in Fig. 5, the original data is highly linearly cor-
related. Given a threshold of the autocorrelation coefficients,
the embedding dimension can be determined. For example, if
, then the former six samples are used as the input of
the WSVM, i.e., .
C. Wind Speed-to-Wind Power Conversion
According to the predicted wind speed, the wind power is
obtained from the wind turbines’ power-wind-speed character-
istics. Fig. 6 shows the wind speed profile and the corresponding
total power of 10 Vestas V-90 3-MW wind turbines at one grid
point obtained from the NREL database, where the cut-in and
cut-out wind speeds make the wind power curve discontinuous
although the wind speed curve is continuous.
The wind-speed-to-wind-power conversion should take into
account the wind turbine hysteresis effect [33]. This effect oc-
curs during the period between the shutdown and restart of a
wind turbine. The former event can be triggered when one of
the cut-out criteria is met while the latter happens when the wind
speed drops below a certain value. As shown in Fig. 6, the wind
turbine is shut down at the 8th hour when the wind speed ex-
ceeds 30 m/s and is not turned on until the wind speed drops
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Fig. 6. Wind speed profile and corresponding wind power of 10 Vestas V-90
3-MW wind turbines obtained from the NREL database.
below 25 m/s. Once the wind speed is obtained, the following
function is used to determine the wind power:
(20)
where is the predicted wind speed and is obtained from
the wind-turbine-power-wind-speed curve (or power curve).
The function can be determined from the power curves
provided by the wind turbine manufacturers. However, recent
research has shown that there are advantages to determining
an equivalent power curve (EPC) from the measured wind
speed and power [34]. In this paper, the power curve is derived
from the distribution of the Western data in 2004. Fig. 7 shows
the process of generating the power curve. First, the wind
speed data is allocated into multiple small intervals, where the
length of each wind speed interval is 0.2 m/s, e.g., the interval
m/s in Fig. 7(a). The mean and standard devia-
tion of the corresponding wind powers are then calculated
for the data in each wind speed interval. The wind speed sam-
ples that the corresponding wind powers are located far away
from the center, e.g., the samples (labeled as star) outside the
range of in Fig. 7(b), are discarded.
Second, for each wind speed interval, after discarding the
scattered data, the overall range of wind power is equally di-
vided into 10 intervals. The power occurrence frequency
(i.e., the number of samples in the th power interval) are cal-
culated for each power interval, where . The nor-
malized is taken as the power occurrence probability , i.e.,
. Fig. 7(c) shows the values of
in different intervals of wind power, which are approximately
a normal distribution. The ten are then sorted in decreasing
order. Given a threshold , the first intervals are
selected according to the following criterion:
(21)
Third, only the data in the selected power intervals are used. As
shown in Fig. 7(c), the samples distributed between the sepa-
Fig. 7. Process of generating the power curve.
ration lines in Fig. 7(b) have high and low density values, re-
spectively. Therefore, according to (21), the data with low den-
sities in Fig. 7(c), which correspond to the data marked as dots
in Fig. 7(b), are discarded, while the data marked as circles are
selected. Finally, the wind power for the wind speed interval
is calculated as
(22)
where is the average wind power of the th power interval.
Equation (22) is used to calculate the wind power for each
wind speed interval. The power curve can then be obtained by
sliding the wind power over all wind speed intervals, as shown
in Fig. 7(a).
D. Evaluation
As in [9], the mean absolute error (MAE), mean absolute per-
cent error (MAPE), and the standard deviation (Std) of MAE are
used to measure the prediction performance. The definitions are
expressed as
(23)
(24)
(25)
where is the prediction horizon; is the nominal wind
power; and are the step-ahead predicted and actual
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wind power, respectively. Smaller values ofMAE and Std imply
the superior prediction performance of the model.
E. Parameter Selection
The three parameters, , , and , are determined by the fol-
lowing procedure in order to implement the WSVM for WPP.
First, choose and fix to find the optimal . Then, fix
to get the optimal ; and, finally, and are fixed to search
exhaustively.
IV. MODEL VALIDATION
The Western Dataset [35] created by 3TIER with oversight
and assistance fromNREL is used to validate the proposedWPP
model. In the Western Dataset, NWP models were used to es-
sentially recreate the historical weather for the western U.S. for
the years of 2004, 2005, and 2006. The modeled data was sam-
pled every 10 min temporally and every 2 km spatially. 3TIER
modeled the power output of 10 wind turbines at 100 m above
ground level on each grid point using a technique called the Sta-
tistical Correction to Output from a Record Extension (SCORE)
[36], which replicates the stochastic nature of the wind plant
output. NRELmodeled the hysteresis effect of the wind turbines
to further replicate the real operation of wind plants. The data
includes wind speed, rated power, SCORE-lite power, etc.
Sixty-eight grid points (i.e., 680 wind turbines of the same
type) in a location 10 miles west of Denver, CO, were selected
for simulation studies. Each data sample contains the average
values of the wind speed and power among the 68 grid points
at the same time. The time interval between the two nearest
samples (called the time resolution) used as the inputs for the
proposed WPP model is 20 min, where each new sample takes
the average value of two consecutive samples in the original
NREL dataset.
A. Prediction Schemes
Since the prediction horizon is larger than the time resolu-
tion of the data samples, different prediction schemes can be
used, including the fixed-step scheme, recursive scheme, and
multi-WSVM scheme. Fig. 8 illustrates the principles of these
schemes.
For a given prediction horizon , the fixed-step scheme pre-
dicts the value at the next th step (e.g., hour) by using actual
historical data only
(26)
where is a nonlinear function representing the WSVM.
In the recursive scheme, the one-step scheme is applied itera-
tively times to predict at the next th step. In each iteration,
the predicted values from previous iterations are used as addi-
tional historical data to predict at the next step
(27)
The advantage of the recursive scheme is that it is accurate
to predict the next-step value in each iteration. However, the
prediction errors will accumulate over multiple steps, leading to
larger errors at the th step compared to the fixed-step scheme.
Fig. 8. Principles of the three prediction schemes.
The multi-WSVM scheme predicts the value at the next th
step by using multiple fixed-step predictions with different pre-
diction horizons, e.g., , , and . The final predicted
value is obtained by the weighted sum of the values from all
predictions
(28)
where is the weight of the th prediction. Obviously themulti-
WSVM prediction scheme becomes the fixed-step scheme if
and .
For a given prediction horizon, another important issue as-
sociated with implementing the proposed WPP model is to de-
termine the length of historical data (called the training length)
used to train the WSVM. In order to determine the best training
length, the WSVM is trained by using historical data with dif-
ferent training lengths. The historical dataset (called the mod-
eling dataset) contains the data before December 1, 2004, and is
further divided into two parts: the training dataset and the vali-
dation dataset. The training dataset contains 80% of the data in
themodeling dataset while the validation dataset contains the re-
maining 20% of the data. Fig. 9 shows the MAE and MAPE of
the proposed WPP model as functions of training lengths from
30 days (November 1, 2004–November 30, 2004) to 110 days
(August 23, 2004–November 30, 2004) for a prediction horizon
of one hour using the fixed-step scheme. As shown in Fig. 9, it
is not true that the longer the training length, the better the pre-
diction performance. The MAE and MAPE decrease drastically
with a training length of up to 70 days. However, after 70 days,
the MAE and MAPE increase with the training length. There-
fore, 70 days was selected as the best training length. Probably
due to seasonal wind variations, the WSVM trained with too
much historical data is too general to capture its intrinsic sea-
sonal property.
Fig. 10 compares the MAE and Std of the three different
schemes. The recursive scheme amplifies the errors step by
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Fig. 9. Performance of the proposed WPP model versus training length for a
prediction horizon of one hour using the fixed-step scheme.
Fig. 10. Comparison among the three prediction schemes.
step. The fixed-step scheme is comparable to the multi-WSVM
scheme but has an advantage over the multi-WSVM scheme in
less computational cost. To predict hour-ahead wind speed,
the multi-WSVM scheme needs to use multiple fixed-step
predictions. Therefore, taking into consideration both compu-
tational cost and accuracy, the fixed-step scheme is chosen to
implement the WVSM for wind speed prediction. The training
time with the fixed-step scheme is less than 5 min using a
2.8-GHz, 4-core, 8-GB RAM personal computer when the
training length is set at 70 days.
B. WPP Using the WSVM
The proposed WSVM-based model with the fixed-step
scheme is applied for WPP with different prediction horizons.
The testing dataset contains the data from December 1, 2004
to December 7, 2004 of the Western Dataset while the training
dataset contains the data of 70 days before December 1, 2004,
i.e., the training length is chosen to be 70 days. The parameters
of the WSVM are determined by the method in Section III-E
based on the performance of one hour (1 h)-ahead WPP. The
final values of the parameters are listed in Table I.
The 1-, 2-, and 3-h-ahead WPP results using the proposed
WSVM-based model with the fixed-step scheme are shown in
TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE WSVM
Fig. 11. One-hour-aheadWPP using theWSVMmodel and fixed-step scheme.
Fig. 12. Two-hours-ahead WPP using the WSVM model and fixed-step
scheme.
Figs. 11–13, respectively, where the normalized error is defined
as: . In all cases, the predicted wind power
follows the actual wind power closely. The normalized errors of
most samples fall between 10% and 10%. More than 70% of
the normalized errors are less than 5% in the case of 1-h-ahead
WPP. Approximately 60% and 50% normalized errors are less
than 5% in 2- and 3-h-ahead predictions, respectively. A large
error occurs when the wind speed changes drastically. More-
over, from the perspective of statistics, the larger the prediction
horizon, the more uncorrelated data used which leads to a larger
prediction error. Therefore, the performance of the proposed
model degrades with the increase of the prediction horizon.
In order to show the effectiveness of themodel, 1 to 30 days of
consecutive data (December 1, 2004–December 30, 2004) were
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Fig. 13. Three-hours-ahead WPP using the WSVM model and fixed-step
scheme.
Fig. 14. MAPE as a function of the testing length.
tested using the fixed-step scheme. Fig. 14 shows the MAPE as
a function of the testing length for 1- and 2-h prediction hori-
zons. The MAPE is almost constant during the first 10 days and
increases when the testing length further increases. However,
it is reasonable to say that the proposed WAVM model offers
acceptable WPP performance for 30 days without the need of
retraining the model. Beyond 10 or 30 days, the model can be
retrained to ensure that the prediction performance is accept-
able, while retraining the model only takes a few minutes.
C. Comparison of Three WPP Models
The proposed WSVM-based model is compared with the
persistence and RBF-SVM models to further evaluate its
performance. The persistence model is a classical benchmark
model in which the predicted values at any future time within
the prediction horizon are set at the current value. The results
are shown in Figs. 15 and 16, where the testing dataset contains
the data from December 1, 2004 to December 7, 2004 of the
Western Dataset. As shown in Fig. 15, both SVM-based models
significantly outperform the persistence model in terms of
prediction accuracy. Furthermore, the WSVM model is always
better than the RBF-SVM model. Fig. 16 compares the actual
Fig. 15. Comparison among the persistence, RBF-SVM, and WSVM models.
Fig. 16. Comparison between the RBF-SVM and WSVM models.
wind power with the predicted wind power from the WSVM
model and RBF-SVM model. The predicted value using the
WSVM model follows more closely the observation than that
using the RBF-SVM model. The possible reason is that the
proposed kernel is better than the RBF kernel.
To further testify the superiority of the proposed model over
the persistence and RBF-SVM models, the three models were
applied to predict wind power for 900 days (April 11, 2004–Oc-
tober 8, 2006). The WSVM and RBF-SVM models were up-
dated every 10 days. Fig. 17(a) compares the daily mean values
of the normalized absolute error (NAE) of the three models for
a prediction horizon of one hour, where the NAE is defined
as . As shown in Fig. 17(a), the
WSVM and RBF-SVM models achieve lower NAEs than the
persistence model. To clearly show that the WSVM is better
than the RBF-SVM, the NAE difference,
, of the two models was calcu-
lated. Fig. 17(b) and (c) show the values of for 1- and
2-h-ahead predictions, respectively. The mean value of
over 900 days is 0.5% for both the 1-h-ahead and the 2-h-ahead
predictions. The NAEs of the WSVM are a little smaller than
those of the RBF-SVM during most times. However, at certain
times when the wind speed changes drastically, which is more
difficult to predict, theWSVM can predict the wind power much
more accurately than the RBF-SVM.
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Fig. 17. Comparison of the three models for 900 days. (a) NAEs of the
three models. (b) for 1-h-ahead prediction. (c) for 2-h-ahead
prediction.
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
This paper has proposed a WSVM-based model, which com-
bines wavelet analysis and SVM, for short-term WPP. A new
SVM kernel has been proposed based on a multidimensional
wavelet function that can approximate arbitrary functions. The
new kernel can vary among different kernels according to spe-
cific applications, which makes the WSVM acquire better gen-
eralization ability than the SVM with an RBF kernel. More-
over, the proposed model utilizes the principle of wavelet anal-
ysis to facilitate nonlinear characteristic extraction of the wind
data for WPP. Therefore, it is not surprising that the proposed
WSVM-based model is superior to the RBF-SVM-based model.
Simulation studies have been carried out for a dataset obtained
from the NREL. Results have shown that the WSVM model is
effective for short-term WPP, significantly outperforms the per-
sistence model, and is better than the RBF-SVMmodel in terms
of prediction accuracy.
However, the history data becomes less correlated with the in-
crease of the prediction horizon. Therefore, the proposed model
gradually failed to catch up to the trend of wind variations. The
proposed model is suitable for short-termWPP. For longer-term
WPP, extra meteorological variables, such as temperature and
pressure, should be used and combined with the NWP to im-
prove the prediction accuracy.
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